We consider a two-mode quantized field described in a coherent state 
addition of Kerr-like medium and Stark shift [5] have been performed. Also, extensive studies of a three-level atom with different configurations under RWA interacting with quantized fields were carried out [6, 7] .
Many authors have studied the entropy and the entanglement of the nonlinear JCM, in different regime (see for example [8] ). On the other hand, much attention has been focused on the properties of the entanglement between the field and the atom. The von-Neumann entropy has been proved to be a very useful operational measure of the purity of the quantum stat [9] .
The time evolution of the field (atomic) entropy reflects the time evolution of the degree of the entanglement between the atom and the field; the higher the entropy, the greater the entanglement. The field entropy for the entangled state of a single two-level atom interacting with a single field mode has been studied [10] .The effect of the dynamic Stark shift on the evolution of the field entropy in the presence of a Kerr-like medium, for a single field mode, has been examined [11] .Studies for the field of quantum information and computing stimulates further investigation. The authors [12] extended the work to the case of two field modes.
In the present paper, we consider a generalization of the JCM and investigate the effect of Stark shift and Kerr-like medium on the atomic inversion, on the evolution of the field entropy and on the atomic purity. Moreover, we investigate the cavity field statistics through Mandel's Q parameter.
In the next section we consider the equations of motion in the Heisenberg picture for the system of two modes of the electromagnetic field interacting with a four-level atom in addition of Kerr-like medium. We derive the effective two-level Hamiltonian of the system which includes two-photon processes and the Stark shift. The evolution operator and the wave function are obtained in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the numerical investigations of the atomic inversion, the field entropy, atomic purity and Mandel Q-parameter. Finally, a conclusion is presented in section 5.
2-The Basic Equations:
We consider a system of a four-level atom with non-equidistant, nondegenerate levels 4 3 , 2 , 1 and with energy levels Ω k , (k=1, 2, 3, 4) respectively, interacting with two different modes of the electromagnetic field with frequencies ω j , (j=1, 2).
The Hamiltonian that describes the present system sketched in Fig. (1) , within the rotating wave approximation has the following form (with 
The 
In order to integrate equation (4), we perform the slowly varying amplitudes approximation for both the atomic amplitudes and for the field envelopes. This amounts to replace ij Q (t) and A j (t) inside the integral with their values at the upper limit of the integration and carrying out the exact integration on the remaining exponential factors from 0 to t ( with initial condition ij Q (0) = 0, j i  ).Thus we get the following eqns. 
where,
The equations (11) (12) (13) 
In equation (16), we note that, the 4 th and the 5 th terms represent the Stark-shift [14] of the levels 2 1 and due to the field modes j=1, 2,
respectively. Note the difference in the form in which it appears here compared to the single mode of the three level cases [14, 16] . We note that the shifts are affected by the two modes with different weights depending on the original coupling constants.
The Time Evolution Operator
The Heisenberg equations of motion for the operators j j j a a n   , j = 1, 2 and S 11 are (17) where , ) (
We deduce that the following operators
are constants of the motion.
Thus, the Hamiltonian (16) can be written as
and I is the identity operator.
We note that
and C=Λ+L (26)
The detuning parameter δ is given by
where eqn. (8) is used Also we note that
It is easy to show that the operators N and C commute with each other and hence with H. This means that N and C are constants of motion.
The time evolution operators for our system is given by
where 
Evaluating the time evolution operator enable us to discuss the dynamical behavior of the system.
The Wave Function
Let us consider that, at time t=0, the effective two-level atom is in a coherent atomic state 
where   
Discussion of atomic and field dynamics:
In this section, we investigate some aspects of our system, namely, the atomic inversion, the field entropy, the atomic purity and Mandel's Qparameter.
The Atomic Inversion
The atomic population inversion is defined as the difference between the probabilities of finding the atom in the excited state and in the ground state.
When the atom starts in its excited state, the atomic inversion takes the form is shifted upward which means more energy is stored in the atomic system.
To visualize the influence of the Kerr-like medium in the atomic inversion we set χ (χ 1 = χ 2 = χ) at the value of 0.3 in Fig 2(c) .We show that the atomic inversion oscillates about a positive value. The collapse intervals are shorter than that in Fig.2 (a) . As the time T increases the behavior of irregular oscillation is more pronounced. However the atomic system has more energy, the amplitude of the oscillations are decreased. 
4-2 Entropy of the Field
We use the field entropy as a measurement of the degree of entanglement between the field and the atomic system. As it is known, the Von-Neumann entropy S of a quantum mechanical system is defined as
where  the density operator for the system .We have set Boltzmann's constant K=1. If  describes a pure state, then S = 0 while if  describes a mixed state, then S ≠ 0. The sub-entropies of the field and atomic subsystem are defined by the corresponding reduced density operators [17]  
Applying the method of [9] we can get the eigenvalues of the reduced density operator as
The field entropy ) (t S f may be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues
As an initial condition we have taken the coherence parameter j  to be real
An atom is assumed to be in its excited state, ( =0  = 0). We display the evolution of the field entropy for the two-mode field interacting with the considered effective two-level atomic system against the scaled time T =  t. The outcome is presented in Fig (3) . In all cases we notice that there are periodic changes in the field entropy and these are due to the existence of the periodic functions in the expression of ) (t S f . The evolution of the field entropy in the case of twophoton process is rather different compared with the one-photon case [9 ] where the oscillating period is longer than that of the two-photon case. The field entropy evolves to the minimum values when T = (n+1/2) π, (n= 0, 1, 2, …) and the field is partially disentangled from the atom while when T= n π the field entropy evolves to maximum values and the field is strongly entangled with the atom.
To visualize the influence of the Stark shift we compare Fig.3 (a) where the Stark effect is absent and (b) where the Stark shift parameters β 1, β 2 have equal values, we see that the evolution of the field entropy is almost similar for both cases. This is because the two effective levels of the atom are equally coupled with the intermediate levels. From Fig.3 (d) we notice that increasing the difference between Stark shift parameters leads to an increase in the minimum values of the entropy and the atom-field entanglement is reduced. The entropy fluctuations become smoother especially at the beginning of the interaction.
We display the evolution of the field entropy considering the effect of the Kerr-like medium in Fig.3 
The purity
The purity of the atomic state can be determined by the time evolution of the
The purity is defined as [18]   
Therefore we can write the purity as follows
we display the evolution of the purity in Fig.4 . The Stark shift and the Kerrmedium parameters have the same values as in Fig.3 .We observe that the maximum and the minimum values of the purity decease as the effect of nonlinear Kerr-like medium increase (through the parameters χ j ).The influence of the Stark shift on the purity leads to a small reduction. It is noted that neither the field nor the atom can become in pure state once the interaction is started. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider a four-level atomic system interacting with two modes of quantized field. Within the RWA approximation we reduce this model to an effective two-level Hamiltonian by applying the adiabatic elimination method in order to eliminate the two intermediate levels. We obtain a new type of Stark shift different than the one that appears in the study of three-level atom. Also, the Kerr-like medium is considered. We calculate the wave function of the system and hence, we get the atomic population inversion, the field entropy and the purity of the atomic state. The s Q -parameter is also examined. By a numerical study we display the effects both of the Stark shift and Kerr-like medium.
These effects lead to the collapse and revival phenomenon to be more pronounced in the atomic inversion and inhibit the atomic system from giving its total energy to the field. The field entropy shows a reduction when the difference between the Stark shift parameters increase and when strong nonlinear interaction with the Kerr-like medium take place. In these cases the atom-field entanglement reduces. For the purity of the atomic state we notice that, considering the effects of the Stark shift as well as the Kerr medium, neither the field nor the atom can become in pure state once the interaction is started. For the Q -parameter we find that the Stark shift as well as the Kerr-like medium results in making the field super-Poissonian.
However, large amounts of Kerr-like effect results in reducing the fluctuations and hence the super-Poissonian behavior.
In the absence of the Stark shift effect, the cavity field shows sub-Poissonian distribution, regardless of the strength of the interaction with the Kerr medium, considering that the Stark effect makes the field superPoissonian.
